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Rapid Monetary Growth Continues

A M A R K E D  IN C R E A S E  in spending since summer has brought 

about a strong rise in economic activity. The demand for goods 

and services has been stimulated by expansionary Government 
and Federal Reserve actions. As the economy has continued to 

expand rapidly, pressures have been mounting on a broad range 

of resource markets. Increases in prices and interest rates have 

resulted.

As the economy approaches capacity, real product cannot rise 

as fast as when resources were not so fully used. A t this stage, 
stabilization policy must foster only that growth in demand which  

is consistent with the potential growth of output. By  doing so 

sustainable economic growth may be encouraged with a m in
imum of inflation.

The Economy
Record retail sales, rising industrial output, greater employ

ment, and price increases during the fall and early winter witness 

the broadly based increase in demand. Income has gone up 

faster than usual in the past six months, reflecting an increase in 

number of workers employed, a rise in average wages, and more 

liberal social security benefits.

Retail sales have risen at about a 6 per cent annual rate since 

midsummer and are up about 8 per cent over the past year. B y  

comparison, these sales grew at a 4.5 per cent rate from 1960 to

1964 and at a 3.8 per cent average rate from 1951 to 1960.
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Despite less unused capacity and shortages of skil
led labor, industrial production has advanced at a 9 
per cent annual rate since September and is up about 
7 per cent over a year ago. The past year’s rise com
pares with a 5.0 per cent rate of growth from 1960 to 
1964, and a 3.3 per cent average rate from 1951 to 1960.

The vigor of the economic expansion since summer 
is also evidenced by rapid growth of employment and 
a lower level of unused labor resources. Payroll em
ployment has increased at a 4.0 per cent rate since 
summer, compared with a 1.8 per cent rate of rise from 
1960 to 1964. Unemployment was 4.2 per cent of the 
labor force in November, down from 4.5 per cent in 
July and 4.9 per cent in November 1964. The unem
ployment rate for married men fell from 2.3 per cent 
in July to 2.0 per cent in November.
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Personal income has gone up at an annual rate of 8 
per cent since June and is 8 per cent above its year-ago 
level. Personal income increased at a 5 per cent rate 
from 1960 to 1964.

Prices
The rise in spending since mid-1965 has been re

flected in price rises as well as in gains in real output. 
Industrial wholesale prices, led by quotations on crude 
materials, have been working up almost steadily for 
several months. These prices have risen at a 1.6 per 
cent rate since summer and at a 1.5 per cent rate since 
mid-1964. Industrial wholesale prices were little chang
ed on balance from 1958 to mid-1964.

Since summer wholesale prices of farm products and 
processed food, primarily those of meat, have resumed 
a sharp rise which began in early 1965. Higher prices 
of meat have resulted from both a decrease in supplies 
and a growth in demand. Production of beef, veal, 
pork, lamb, and mutton during the first 10 months of 
1965 was 3 per cent below the comparable 1964 period.
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The demand for meat increased during 1965 because 
of a 1.3 per cent rise in population and a marked 
rise in incomes.

Consumer prices also have risen since late last spring, 
paced by an increase in the price of food. Consumer 
prices have gone up at an estimated 2 per cent rate 
since May, despite cuts in excise taxes which resulted 
in price markdowns on some consumer durable goods. 
The recent advance in consumer prices compares with 
an average annual 1.4 per cent rise from 1951 to 1964.

Individual price increases resulting from market 
forces channel resources into production of those 
goods which are in short supply, encourage the devel
opment of substitute goods, and allocate available 
supplies most efficiently. However, an overall price 
rise brought about by excessive aggregate demand 
is undesirable for domestic and balance-of-payments 
reasons.

Interest Rates
The demand for loanable funds by business and 

government has outpaced the supply, and interest 
rates have risen since July. Higher rates generally allo
cate available credit more efficiently than some other 
system of rationing.

A V E R A G E  IN T E R E S T  R A T E S

July Dec.

3-month Treasury bills 3.83 4.38
Prime 4- to 6-month commercial paper 4.38 4.65
Large CD's, secondary market rate 4.28 4.78
Long-term Government bonds 4.15 4.44
Corporate Aaa bonds 4.48 4.68
Municipal Aaa bonds 3.16 3.40

Part of the increase in credit demands in recent 
months resulted from the need for funds to market
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Yields on Selected Securities
Per Cent Per Cent

L]_Monthly averages of daily figures.
12. Monthly averages of Thursday figures.

Latest data plotted: December estimated
Sources: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

and Moody's Investors Service

crops, build up Christmas inventories, and meet other 
seasonal uses of funds. These factors cause some in
terest rates to rise regularly during the fall and early 
winter.

INCREASES IN INTEREST RATES
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However, some of the increase in credit demands 
during recent months reflects strong economic expan
sion and rising state and local government capital 
expenditures.

A  15 per cent spurt in plant and equipment expend
itures from 1964 to 1965 forced businesses to turn to 
long-term capital markets to a greater extent. New 
long-term capital raised by corporations in 1965 was 
an estimated 17 per cent above the total for 1964 and 
44 per cent above the 1963 figure. The increase in 
bond offerings was greatest in the last half of 1965, 
when interest rates were rising. Also, state and local 
governments were estimated to have raised about 12 
per cent more new capital during the fourth quarter of
1965 than during the comparable 1964 quarter.

Businesses may have turned to bond markets to a 
greater extent in the last half of 1965 rather than rely so 
heavily on commercial banks for credit. Business loans 
at commercial banks rose at an estimated 11 per cent 
annual rate from July to December, compared with a 
25 per cent rate of rise during the first half of 1965.

The Federal Reserve System bought a substantial 
volume of securities in late 1965. Such purchases tend 
to hold down interest rates and add to member bank 
reserves. With greater reserves, banks expanded their 
loans and investments, which also put downward pres
sure on interest rates. Nevertheless, interest rates rose 
from July to early January as demand outpaced the 
overall supply of funds. To have maintained the pre
viously existing level of interest rates in the face of 
the strong demand for credit, the Federal Reserve 
would have had to inject a yet larger volume of re
serves into the banking system. Such a policy (lower 
interest rates, greater bank credit, and more money) 
would probably have been inflationary, since demands 
for goods were already rising faster than real output.

Recent price increases and expectations of future 
markups may have been a factor in the recent rise in 
interest rates in the United States. Inflation, or ex
pectations of it, has frequently been accompanied by 
higher interest rates. Inflation depreciates the real 
value of the dollar, and, hence, lenders may require a 
higher return on loans to equate the present and future 
real value of funds lent. Borrowers may be willing to 
pay higher interest rates since they will be repaying 
the debt with less valuable dollars. For example, in 
a country such as Italy, where inflation has been rapid, 
interest rates have been high. On the other hand, in
terest rates have been relatively low in the United 
States, where there has been little inflation.

Effective December 6, the discount rate, the rate at 
which Reserve Banks lend funds to member banks, was 
raised from 4 per cent to 4/2 per cent at the New York 
and Chicago Reserve Banks. Most other Reserve Banks 
took similar actions within a few days. At the St. Louis 
Bank the rate increase was effective December 10.

The increase in the discount rate did not completely 
return the discount rate to its normal relationship 
with other money market yields. Since early 1960 
the discount rate has averaged 3.39 per cent or 0.28 
percentage points above the average three-month 
Treasury bill rate. In late December and early Jan
uary, however, the newly set discount rate of 4/2 per 
cent exceeded the bill rate by only 0.02 percentage 
points. Thus, even though the discount rate was in
creased in response to a general rise in other interest 
rates and increasing prices, it is still lower relative to 
market interest rates than during periods when eco
nomic activity was less bouyant.

Simultaneously with the discount rate rise, the in
terest rate ceiling on time deposits having a maturity 
of 30 days or more was raised from 4/2 per cent to

Federal Reserve Action
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5/2 per cent. The rate of growth of large certificates of 
deposit slowed in the fall of 1965, even though banks 
were offering the then maximum interest rate. This 
slowing of deposit growth may have been a factor 
in the reduced rate of business loan expansion in late 
1965. The higher ceiling since early December permits 
an increase in C D  yields, if market forces so dictate.

Monetary Expansion
Since summer monetary growth has been especially 

rapid, and, contrary to some accounts, monetary de
velopments have continued expansionary since early 
December. Reserves available for private demand de
posits and the money supply have risen at unusually 
rapid rates, and growth in bank credit has been sub
stantial.

Since July reserves available for private demand de
posits have risen at about a 5 per cent annual rate, and 
from November to December the jump was at an 11 
per cent rate. These increases compare with a 1.9 per 
cent rise over the previous year and a 1.4 per cent 
average rate of rise from 1951 to 1964. These reserves 
are an important determinant of the money supply.

Since July the nation’s money supply has grown at 
a 7 per cent annual rate, and from November to De
cember money increased at a 12 per cent rate. By 
comparison, money has risen at an average annual rate 
of 4.3 per cent since September 1962, the last marked 
and sustained change in the rate of monetary expan
sion. Over these past 39 months, money supply growth 
has been comparatively rapid. Its longer run growth 
from 1951 to 1962 was at a 1.9 per cent average annual 
rate.

The rate of growth of money is a commonly used 
barometer of national monetary action. When people

M o n e y  S u p p l y
D o llar  Am ounts
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have more money than they want to hold, spending 
rises. Historically, continuing rapid rises in the money 
supply have usually been followed by higher levels 
of spending, production, employment, and prices.

Bank credit expansion since last summer has been 
at an estimated 8 per cent annual rate, compared with 
a 5.6 per cent average annual rate from 1951 to 1964. 
Loans at commercial banks have continued to rise, 
and since July banks have added to their investment 
portfolios.

Fiscal Developments
The Government’s fiscal actions turned more stim

ulative in the last half of 1965. Expansionary actions 
included a reduction in excise taxes, higher social 
security benefits, greater defense outlays, and increases 
in Government wage payments. The full employment 
surplus,1 one measure of Government actions, has 
declined markedly since midyear, indicating an expan
sionary development. The surplus is estimated to 
have been about $0.5 billion (annual rate) in the last 
half of 1965, compared with a $6.7 billion rate in the 
first half of 1965.

During the first half of 1966 increases in defense 
and other outlays will probably more than offset in
creases in social security taxes and cause the Federal 
Government to put an even stronger upward pressure 
on demand for goods and services.

Conclusion
Economic activity has been expanding rapidly, and 

some upward pressures on prices are evident. Activity 
has been spurred by a rapid growth in the money sup
ply and net Government expenditures.

As the economy approaches capacity, questions 
arise as to what is the appropriate growth in total de
mand for goods and services. Total demand should 
continue to grow, for the labor force, plant capacity, 
and technology of the nation are growing. But it now 
appears appropriate that total demand should not 
increase as rapidly as when resources were not so fully 
used.

1The full employment budget abstracts from influences on the 
budget which result from fluctuations in economic activity 
and isolates and measures effects of changes in Government 
taxing and spending programs. Fiscal developments are said 
to be more expansionary the smaller the full employment sur
plus or the greater the full employment deficit. For a further 
explanation of the full employment budget see the December, 
1964 and April and October 1965 issues of this R eview .
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